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ADVANTAGES

Recintha Safety acS
The new Recintha Safety ACS smart fence was born from the 
exclusive collaboration between Nuova Defim and its technological 
partner TSEC. The more sophisticated technological developments 
merging to Nuova Defim’s sturdy solutions leads to the highest 
levels of perimeter security. The system consists of sensors’ chains 
connected to a master. Every single chain is completed with 32 
prewired sensors, installed every two Recintha Safety posts, with 5 
meters span maximum between them, along a 160 meters length. The 
chain of sensors must be connected to a central master of analysis 
supporting 2 chains of 32 sensors each maximum (for a total of 320 
linear meters of fence).

TECHNICAL FEATURES INTEGRATION WITH  
RECINTHA SAFETY

 > System based on mems accelerometers
 > Active prewired sensor, fully treated 
with resin

 > Waterproof system suitable for outdoor 
use from -40 to +90 °C

 > Sensors parameters individually 
adjustable by an app

 > Ability to discriminate individual events
 > Custom settings
 > Tamper proof sensor due to the 
possibility to detect its orientation in 
space

 > Versatile system able to work with 
any existing or new alarm, to ensure 
maximum flexibility and practicality

 > Fully integrated fence protection 
sensors on Recintha Safety ACS 

 > Cables and sensors are protected 
and invisible (installation is made 
with security bolts)

 > The system is set to the fence and 
can be further fine-tuned according 
to the end user needs or the area to 
be protected

 > Dedicated App to ensure easy 
installation is provided: the system  
is configured to the smartphone 
by Wsync
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